This paper analyzes the wavelet multiresolution theory, and adopts the energy information obtained from every decomposition layer of the wavelet as partial feature information of the original signals. According to design ideas and advantages of the traditional wavelet threshold function, a network stability monitoring model based on feature extraction of the improved wavelet function. The improved wavelet threshold function integrates advantages of the traditional threshold function and efficiently overcomes flaws of the traditional threshold function. At last, the network flow data are collected and the wavelet threshold function after optimization and improvement is adopted for feature extraction. The signal feature value thus obtained is used to train the BP network. After training, the BP network undergoes the network stability monitoring test. Results suggest that the improved wavelet function can not only efficiently remove signal noises, but also maintain the feature information of signals. Besides, through network stability monitoring test, the final network stability monitoring accuracy of feature extraction of signals based on the improved wavelet function is 8%~10% higher than the traditional threshold function.
Information processing by the multiresolution wavelet transform consists of two processes, namely decomposition and reconstruction (Chen, Xue & Huang, 2014; Novakov, Lung, 2013) . Different from the Fourier transform, wavelet transform can conduct multiscale joint analysis of data signals in the time domain and the frequency domain so as to efficiently acquire information from signals, realize reasonable separation of signals in different frequency bands and moments and well reflect anomalous phenomena, such as discontinuity of signals. Therefore, wavelet transform can provide efficient and vigorous tools for instable description of dynamic signals, separation of fault characteristic frequency of equipment parts, extraction of weak information and realization of fault diagnosis in the early period.
The wavelet multiresolution construction method adopts the spatial thinking to simplify data image through different dimensions. The construction process of every space strictly adheres to functions of the same category. The overall closure tends to be 2 () LR . Therefore, multiresolution analysis can be expressed as a set of nested multiresolution sub-spaces. (See Figure 1 below) 
Figure 1. Nested wavelet multiresolution sub-space
In the above multiresolution space, initial signals with the frequency space of 0 V are adopted for space decomposition. The space is divided into the low-frequency 1 V space and the high-frequency 1 W space according to different scales and elasticity. Then, 1 V space is further decomposed into the high-frequency 2 W and the lowfrequency 2 V space. The step goes on and on. The process can be expressed as Eq. 1 below:
Where,  stands for the "orthogonal sum" of closed sub-space with intersection; Through the above wavelet resolution analysis, it can be seen that the wavelet transform calls for a few coefficients to extract essential features of information. Therefore, the time and frequency analysis capability of the wavelet transform is outstanding. The basic wavelet function used by the wavelet transform is shown in Eq. 2:
During the analysis of practical signals, the analysis object is mostly the extraction of discrete data. Therefore, the one-dimensional binary system discrete wavelet function obtained through the basic wavelet transform is shown in Eq. 3 below. When the wavelet function, ()  jk t , constitutes the orthogonal wavelet decomposition of 2 () LR , the orthogonal wavelet decomposition of the discrete data, 
Based on the above wavelet function deduction, the wavelet function, ()  jk t , of the same discrete data is orthogonal to the scale function, 
Nk
. As is shown in Fig. 5 below, the total energy of the discrete data signals in various layers is equal to that of the original discrete data. The energy information of every decomposition layers is the partial feature information of the original signals. Therefore, the feature information of the part can be directly extracted as the feature information or the secondary compression and extraction can be conducted to extract feature signals of the original discrete data.
stands for the detail signal energy from the first layer to the N layer;
for the approximate signal energy of the N layer.
FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED ON THE IMPROVED WAVELET FUNCTION

Optimized wavelet threshold function
During the feature extraction process, it is the coefficient obtained through the wavelet transform that is processed. In essence, the threshold function is to handle signals with noises. The wavelet coefficient to which the authentic signals are corresponding contains lots of important information. The amplitude changes of the data are huge. The distribution of the wavelet coefficient to which noises are corresponding is on the contrary. Therefore, the estimated value of authentic signals can be screened through threshold coefficient. Through multiresolution wavelet decomposition, the coefficient after decomposition undergoes feature extraction. After that, the efficient feature vector of signals can be obtained. Traditionally, there are two wavelet threshold processing methods. The first is the hard threshold value method. (See Eq. 6 below) Though the soft threshold and the hard threshold have achieved favorable application results, they have their own defects. For example, in terms of the hard threshold algorithm, when x = t , the wavelet coefficient does not show continuity. Therefore, the estimation coefficient,  x , thus obtained might be distorted during reconstruction. In terms of the soft threshold algorithm, when  xt , the estimation coefficient,  x , thus obtained shows a great deviation from the actual coefficient, x . Therefore, there is a great error between the signal obtained after reconstruction and the authentic signal. Concerning the defects existing in the traditional threshold function, this paper conducts a comprehensive improvement of the threshold functions. According to characteristics of the traditional threshold functions and their design process, brand-new threshold functions are built (See Eq. 8 and Eq. 9): 
. Generally speaking, k=2。
The above threshold functions integrate the advantages of traditional threshold functions, so they can efficiently overcome discontinuity of the hard threshold and the constant error of the soft threshold. On the one hand, they can remove signal noises; on the other hand, they can reserve efficient detail information of signals. The threshold functions after optimization are shown in Fig. 3 
Network stability recognition based on the optimized wavelet threshold function
Since the network is volatile to some extent, the practical network feature information contains huge interfering noises. Therefore, the network signals collected should be filtered, and various detail features of the original signals are reserved. Therefore, this paper puts forward the feature extraction network stability monitoring model based on the optimized wavelet threshold function Below are specific modeling steps:
Step 1: Collect the practical network flow signals, normalize it within [0, 1], and adopt entropy as the criterion to calculate the preset threshold value of signals containing noises;
Step 2: Combine the wavelet, "wname," with the preset threshold value obtained in Step 1 and the wavelet threshold function after optimization and improvement to conduct de-noising processing of network flow signals, and reserve the low-frequency coefficient;
Step 3: Adopt entropy as the criterion and use the wavelet, "wname," to conduct N-layer wavelet packet decomposition based on signals obtained in Step 2, and obtain the detail coefficient of various layers;
Step 4: Reconstruct the coefficient of various layers obtained in Step 3 for reconstruction. Designate the i node coefficient of the m layer during the extraction process to extract its reconstruction signal, Step 5: Normalize the feature vector of signals obtained in Step 4, and adopt it as the input information of the model's recognition system. Build a good recognition core through training, and build the network stability monitoring system.
SIMULATION OF THE NETWORK STABILITY RECOGNITION
Based on the above modeling steps of network stability monitoring, it can be seen that the core process of the model is the feature extraction process of signals. Therefore, during the following simulation process, the signal extraction process through the wavelet transform is analyzed in great details. The flow changing process under the stable network status is shown in Fig. 4 below. The sampling interval of network flow is 1min and the network flow unit is KB.
(a) (b) Figure 4 . Changing network flow under the stable status (Fig. a is the original signal; Fig. b is the signal after normalization)
Here, the optimized threshold function 1 is taken as an example to conduct feature extraction of the network flow signals collected above. Choose "db5" wavelet function for de-noising processing. The number of decomposition layers is set to be three. The control coefficient, a, of the optimized threshold function 1 is 0.15. Adopt entropy as the standard for the network flow signal after de-noising. Use the wavelet "db5" to conduct wavelet packet decomposition of three layers. The wavelet packet tree diagram and the network flow information after de-noising are shown in The feature vector of the other stable signals and instable signals is also analyzed in this way. In order to reflect advantages of the wavelet threshold function during the signal extraction process, the other wavelet threshold functions process the same training samples according to the above steps. Samples of various categories are put into the BP network with the same parameters for training. At last, through network stability monitoring test and recognition, the total number of test samples is 50. The network stability test results after feature extraction by traditional and improved wavelet threshold functions are shown in Table 3 below: 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper first introduces different categories of network anomaly and importance of network stability monitoring. The wavelet multiresolution theory is analyzed. The energy information of wavelet in every decomposition layer is adopted as partial feature information of the original signal. According to traditional wavelet threshold functions and their design thinking and advantages, the feature extraction network stability monitoring model based on the improved wavelet function is put forward. The relevant network flow data are collected. The wavelet threshold function after optimized improvement is adopted for feature extraction. The signal feature thus extracted is adopted as the input information of the network. The BP network is trained. Besides, the trained BP model undergoes the network stability monitoring test. Results suggest that the improved wavelet function put forward in this paper can not only efficiently remove the signal noise, but also reserve the feature information of various signal details. Besides, through the network stability monitoring test and the feature extraction of the improved wavelet function, the final network stability monitoring accuracy is higher than that by the traditional threshold functions by 8%~10%. 
